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Article shared by. Free sample essay on Uses and Abuses of Computer. Computer is one of the greatest gifts of science
to mankind. It has brought a great .

Many people use internet for vulgar chatting, nude films and immoral programs, in Pakistan, there is a
mushroom growth of Net-Cafes and computer-centers where in specially designed private cabins along with
young boys and girls, elderly people and small children too are seen busy in doing vulgar chatting and
watching immoral programs. On the other hand, sometime internet can provide us with wrong information.
We can share information, get connected with any people around the world through the uses of internet. Now
a businessman can sell his product online from his home. In addition, due to technology our children are able
to acquire a lot of skills. It is fast, efficientâ€”and dangerous. Each student could choose a specific part of the
topic that tickles their interest such as Acid indicators, structures of molecules etc. Misuse of internet can spoil
our life. Over the years, computers have changed the way the world works. They should know the proper uses
of internet and should use it for their benefit. In a word, the computer does wonders. It has caused to create
many problems. Modern countries of the world use computer in their all sections of their work. The use of
computer technology is not limited to business, health, education and manufacturing industries but also widely
used in entertainment and arts world. Misuse of internet can definitely ruin us but if we use internet for our
benefit, it will make our life easier and more simple in future. Computer has become an essential part of
modern life. Upcoding of services is the act of billing Medicare programs for services that are more costly
than the actual procedure that was done. They can apply to colleges, register for classes and even attending the
classes distantly. Teachers can research with the help of computer. We cannot imagine life without computer.
The use of internet in business has made a different platform for both- the buyers and sellers. In advanced
countries, computers are used to regulate and control traffic. Excessive dependence of man on computers have
reduced mental efficiency in human beings. They are downloading music and plagiarizing information from
the internet and use them as their own. Teenagers are seen addicted to internet. They have proved to be an
asset not only for the corporate sector, but also in other sectors such as medicine, architecture, communication,
research, sports and education. Use in publication sector: In the publication sector of Bangladesh, the
traditional type and block system have yielded to computer compose. Technology has been increasing so
rapidly in the past fifteen years that it has increased the use of computers in our daily lives and in the business
sector. Computer is an electronic device used for storing and analyzing information fed into it, for calculating,
or for controlling machinery automatically. For example, a chemistry teacher might want his or her students to
do a project about Chemical Structures, Acid and Bases. With the knowledge of their activities being tracked,
they are less likely to abuse it. If the connection of internet is spread through cable the Aug 27th, 


